
FN Herstal Pintles
are available in different

configurations: window, door 
and ramp.

FN LDPT 

™: Light Door Pintle TurningFN MDPT 
™: Medium Door Pintle Turning

FN MEP™: Medium External Pintle

FN LWP™: Light Window Pintle

FN MRP™: Medium Ramp Pintle

FN LDP™: Light Door Pintle
FN MDP™: Medium Door Pintle (cover page)

Airborne Pintle Weapon Systems Airborne Pintle Weapon Systems Airborne Pintle Weapon Systems

Technical Data

Caliber:
Rate of fire:
Type of fire

Effective range:
Maximum range:

Weight    
Machine gun, complete:

Barrel:
Length
Overall:

Barrel with Flash Hider:

FN MAG™ 58M
Machine Gun   

FN M3M™/GAU-21
Machine Gun   

FN LPH™: Light
Pintle Head   

FN MPH™: Medium
Pintle Head   

Overall length:
Width:
Height:
Weight:

323mm - 12.7’’

500mm - 19.7’’ with ammo box

600mm - 23.6’’

7.9 kg - 17.2 lb 

890mm - 35.04’’

535mm - 21’’

570mm - 22.4’’

31 kg - 68.3 lb  

7.62x51mm

650 to 1,000 RPM, adjustable

Automatic

1,000m 

3,800m

12.7 kg - 28 lb

3 kg - 6.6 lb

1,080mm - 42.5’’

647mm - 25.4’’

.50 cal (12.7x99mm)

1,025 ± 75 RPM, adjustable

Automatic

2,500m 

6,500m

35.8 kg - 79.9 lb

5 kg - 11 lb

1,646mm - 64.8’’

915mm - 36’’
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7.62mm FN MAG® 58M Pintle Weapon System.50 cal FN M3M™/GAU-21 Pintle Weapon System

FN LPH™: Light Pintle Head

Benefits

High hit probability
These weapon systems are very
easy to control:
    - outstanding balance during
      firing for great comfort and
      hence, increased accuracy
    - recoil forces are absorbed
      (soft mount)
High firing rate: 1,000 RPM
No cook-off risks (open bolt
firing)
Fully safe and reliable
Wide angle of operation
Azimuth and elevation stops
Travel locks
Easy to maintain

Description:

This weapon system consists of
two major standard elements:
- a 7.62mm FN MAG® 58M
  machine gun, with spade grips,
  firing in open bolt mode
- a soft mount that absorbs recoil
  forces

Safety lever:
to avoid accidental firing

MIL-STD 1913
Picatinny® rail:

for optical sight, laser, etc. 

(customer choice)

Spade grips

Basic anti-
aircraft sight

Ammunition box:
A 250-round box fitted

on the pintle head

Missions:

   - Suppressive fire against light armored vehicles
   - Suppressive fire in landing zones
   - Ground and aerial threat suppression
     (.50 cal APEI round)
   - Training

Quick change barrel

Gas regulator:
Maximum rate

of fire:1,000 RPM

Pintle connection:
The FN LPH™ can be door-,ramp-

or window-mounted

Soft mount:
Specifically designed to

absorb the recoil forces

Links and cases
collector:

can be emptied very quickly

FN MPH™: Medium Pintle Head

Description:
This weapon system consists of two major standard elements:
- a .50 cal FN M3M™/GAU-21 machine gun, firing in open bolt mode
- a soft mount absorbing recoil forces

Benefits

High firing rate: 1,100 RPM
High hit probability
These weapon systems are very easy
to control:
    - outstanding balance during
      firing for great comfort and
      hence increased accuracy
    - recoil forces are absorbed
      (soft mount)
No cook-off problems (open bolt
firing)
Wide angle of operation
Fully safe and reliable
Easy to maintain
Locking positions in azimuth
and elevation for increased safety
No timing adjustment required
Emergency locking unit
Minimized effort to recock
Optimized sighting system
Long burst capacity:
  The FN .50 cal FN M3M™/GAU-21
  weapon can fire 600 rounds in one
  single burst (in case of emergency).

MIL-STD 1913
Picatinny® rail:

for optical sight, laser,

etc. (customer choice)

Manual trigger:
located on the

 left- and right-

hand side handles

Safety lever:
to avoid accidental firing

Manual recocking lever:
            to reduce the static effort

Soft mount
with handles:

Handles are located

on the pintle head

for better control

External case and
links ejection:

to avoid any rebound

Pintle connection interface:
the FN MPH™ can be floor-, ramp-

or externally-mounted

Ammunition
box:

accepts

300 (ramp)

or 600 (other

locations)

rounds

Travel locks
for flying

conditions:
vertical and

horizontal axes

Optional links and cases collector

For more than a century, FN Herstal has designed and
manufactured small caliber weapons and ammunition adopted by a 
large number of countries worldwide. Facing great success and
having gained long standing experience in small caliber weapons, 
FN Herstal started to expand its product portfolio by developing 
and manufacturing integrated weapon systems for installation onto 
or into major aircraft types. More than just selling weapon
systems, FN Herstal develops the complete integration of the 
system together with the helicopter manufacturer or directly with 
the end user, supervises the installation of all its products, offers 
operator training and provides a high quality after-sales service to 
meet the customers’ requirements.
Over 2,800 helicopters and subsonic aircraft in service worldwide 
today are fully equipped by FN Herstal.

Pintle Weapon Systems for Helicopters

FN Herstal’s pintle weapon systems are equipped with a .50 cal or 
7.62mm machine gun and can be door-, ramp-, or window-mounted.

Main advantages:

  - The pintle weapon system is fully mechanical and does
    not require any electrical power, making firing possible even if
    the aircraft faces problems.
  - The open bolt firing mode of either the .50 cal or 7.62mm
    machine gun prevents cook-off, ensuring full safety and reliability.
  - The single barrel .50 cal or 7.62mm machine gun on soft  
    mount guarantees outstanding balance during firing, ensuring
    increased accuracy.
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Description:
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- a soft mount absorbing recoil forces
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For more than a century, FN Herstal has designed and
manufactured small caliber weapons and ammunition adopted by a 
large number of countries worldwide. Facing great success and
having gained long standing experience in small caliber weapons, 
FN Herstal started to expand its product portfolio by developing 
and manufacturing integrated weapon systems for installation onto 
or into major aircraft types. More than just selling weapon
systems, FN Herstal develops the complete integration of the 
system together with the helicopter manufacturer or directly with 
the end user, supervises the installation of all its products, offers 
operator training and provides a high quality after-sales service to 
meet the customers’ requirements.
Over 2,800 helicopters and subsonic aircraft in service worldwide 
today are fully equipped by FN Herstal.

Pintle Weapon Systems for Helicopters

FN Herstal’s pintle weapon systems are equipped with a .50 cal or 
7.62mm machine gun and can be door-, ramp-, or window-mounted.

Main advantages:

  - The pintle weapon system is fully mechanical and does
    not require any electrical power, making firing possible even if
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    mount guarantees outstanding balance during firing, ensuring
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Description:
This weapon system consists of two major standard elements:
- a .50 cal FN M3M™/GAU-21 machine gun, firing in open bolt mode
- a soft mount absorbing recoil forces
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High hit probability
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to control:
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      hence increased accuracy
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      (soft mount)
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firing)
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Locking positions in azimuth
and elevation for increased safety
No timing adjustment required
Emergency locking unit
Minimized effort to recock
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For more than a century, FN Herstal has designed and
manufactured small caliber weapons and ammunition adopted by a 
large number of countries worldwide. Facing great success and
having gained long standing experience in small caliber weapons, 
FN Herstal started to expand its product portfolio by developing 
and manufacturing integrated weapon systems for installation onto 
or into major aircraft types. More than just selling weapon
systems, FN Herstal develops the complete integration of the 
system together with the helicopter manufacturer or directly with 
the end user, supervises the installation of all its products, offers 
operator training and provides a high quality after-sales service to 
meet the customers’ requirements.
Over 2,800 helicopters and subsonic aircraft in service worldwide 
today are fully equipped by FN Herstal.

Pintle Weapon Systems for Helicopters

FN Herstal’s pintle weapon systems are equipped with a .50 cal or 
7.62mm machine gun and can be door-, ramp-, or window-mounted.

Main advantages:

  - The pintle weapon system is fully mechanical and does
    not require any electrical power, making firing possible even if
    the aircraft faces problems.
  - The open bolt firing mode of either the .50 cal or 7.62mm
    machine gun prevents cook-off, ensuring full safety and reliability.
  - The single barrel .50 cal or 7.62mm machine gun on soft  
    mount guarantees outstanding balance during firing, ensuring
    increased accuracy.
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FN Herstal Pintles
are available in different

configurations: window, door 
and ramp.

FN LDPT 

™: Light Door Pintle TurningFN MDPT 
™: Medium Door Pintle Turning

FN MEP™: Medium External Pintle

FN LWP™: Light Window Pintle

FN MRP™: Medium Ramp Pintle

FN LDP™: Light Door Pintle
FN MDP™: Medium Door Pintle (cover page)

Airborne Pintle Weapon Systems Airborne Pintle Weapon Systems Airborne Pintle Weapon Systems

Technical Data

Caliber:
Rate of fire:
Type of fire

Effective range:
Maximum range:

Weight    
Machine gun, complete:

Barrel:
Length
Overall:

Barrel with Flash Hider:

FN MAG™ 58M
Machine Gun   

FN M3M™/GAU-21
Machine Gun   

FN LPH™: Light
Pintle Head   

FN MPH™: Medium
Pintle Head   

Overall length:
Width:
Height:
Weight:

323mm - 12.7’’

500mm - 19.7’’ with ammo box

600mm - 23.6’’

7.9 kg - 17.2 lb 

890mm - 35.04’’

535mm - 21’’

570mm - 22.4’’

31 kg - 68.3 lb  

7.62x51mm

650 to 1,000 RPM, adjustable

Automatic

1,000m 

3,800m

12.7 kg - 28 lb

3 kg - 6.6 lb

1,080mm - 42.5’’

647mm - 25.4’’

.50 cal (12.7x99mm)

1,025 ± 75 RPM, adjustable

Automatic

2,500m 

6,500m

35.8 kg - 79.9 lb

5 kg - 11 lb

1,646mm - 64.8’’

915mm - 36’’
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